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Matrix revolutions

Matrix Renewables pulled off a long list of market �rsts with its recent PMGD
solar portfolio �nancing in Chile. But more signi�cantly, the structure

appears to be robust and easily replicable.

The �nancing of Matrix Renewables’ 328MW solar portfolio in Chile (48 projects in
total) is the �rst US private placement for Small Means of Distributed Generation
(PMGD) projects. Perhaps more signi�cantly, the transaction raises long-term debt for

a project portfolio with some exposure to merchant risk, although this risk is cleverly
mitigated for lenders within the transaction structure.

The establishment of Matrix Renewables in July 2020 coincided with the purchase of
the �rst part of its PMGD project portfolio. TPG launched Matrix Renewables and
acquired a 1GW portfolio of solar assets in Spain, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico from
Trina Solar through The Rise Fund, with Matrix Renewables taking immediate

ownership of the projects. The Chilean assets have a capacity of approximately
174MW and represent one portion of the PMGD portfolio. The other portion of the
portfolio has a capacity of 154MW and was purchased from Verano Capital in January
2021. As is required by the PMGD regime, individual projects have a capacity of 500-
9000kW.

Designed to aid the development of distributed generation projects, the PMGD
programme has a long history, dating back to 2005. The programme is technology-
neutral, but renewables projects account for more than 60% of PMGD installed
capacity. According to Fitch’s 2021 PMG(D) Projects in Chile report, prior to 2005 ‘it
was hard for a small-scale project such as a PMG(D) to compete for PPAs in

comparison to large-scale projects or obtain �nancing if projects were exposed to spot
price volatility’. The PMGD scheme splits the difference between contracted and
merchant revenues, offering a stabilised price calculated by the National Energy
Commission (CNE) on the basis of 10-year forecasts that account for factors such as
demand for energy and the price of fuel. This stabilised price is revised every six
months and is adjusted to allow for no more than a 30% deviation from the average

PPA price.

While revenues are, therefore, variable, they also have a �oor that is consistent with
average power prices in Chile. It is this �oor that offers some certainty over PMGD
project revenue streams, allowing such projects to be �nanced with limited-recourse
debt. The Matrix Renewables �nancing raised $290 million through the issuance of
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project bonds in a private placement. The deal closed and disbursed on 22 December
2021 and has a maturity of just over twenty-one years. BNP Paribas is placement
agent on the transaction. Milbank and Guerrero are legal advisers to Matrix

Renewables, while White & Case and Garrigues acted for the lenders.   

The private placement re�nances a $50 million bridge loan provided by BNP Paribas to
�nance the construction and development of the most advanced assets alongside
equity from Matrix Renewables. The bridge loan closed in June 2021 and was entirely
separate from the private placement and its ancillary facilities. The loan had a

maturity of a little under two years, but was fully repaid when the private placement
reached �nancial close. BNP Paribas is providing ancillary facilities that will sit
alongside the private placement, including a $50 million working capital facility and an
$80 million letter of credit (L/C). The working capital facility has a maturity of
eighteen months, while the L/C runs for the length of the private placement, giving it
a maturity of just over twenty-one years.

Drawdowns of the debt raised from the private placement will take place in stages
according to a �xed schedule over a period of around eighteen months. The working
capital facility will be used to fund short-term working capital needs between these
drawdowns. The L/C will be used to meet debt service and O&M reserve requirements.

Challenges of merchant exposure and a portfolio �nancing

The project portfolio is only supported by the PMGD programme for around two-thirds
of the term of the private placement. As Jean-Valery Patin, managing director and
head of project �nance for Latin America at BNP Paribas, explains: “The PMGD
scheme, which is sponsored by the government, was amended. We waited for the
amendment to be fully �nalised to �nance the projects. It provides a 13.75-year period

where the stabilised price is in a band around the average PPA price. So that provides
quite a bit of stability for BNP Paribas and the investors as part of the private
placement.”

The amendment to the PMGD scheme, known as DS 88, will see the stabilised price
vary through six blocks of time in each 24-hour period, with the lowest prices
available during the day. At present, the stabilised price remains constant 24 hours a

day. Projects that meet certain criteria relating to beginning commercial operations or
construction by 8 April 2022 qualify for a ‘grandfathering’ period, during which the
current methodology for calculating the stabilised price will apply. There is a particular
incentive for solar projects to qualify for the grandfathering period, as solar projects
stand to lose the most from lower power prices during the day.

Given that the project portfolio will depend on spot market revenues at the end of the
grandfathering period, the deal was structured to minimise the exposure of the
lenders on the transaction to merchant risk. Commenting on the structure of the deal,
Patin notes: “This is the �rst private placement for PMGD, the largest transaction for
PMGD projects and it has the longest tenor. Because the �nancing goes beyond the

period of stabilized price, into a merchant period, we needed to have certain mitigants
in the structure, for what we call the post-grandfathering period. We used a higher
coverage ratio for that period. Ultimately, we have a cash sweep mechanism to review
how the price has evolved and if it is consistent with the projections at closing. We are
hoping to replicate this structure with future transactions.”

Calculations to determine approximate future spot prices fourteen years after �nancial

close were a crucial consideration when structuring the transaction, as the cash sweep
mechanism is, obviously, only intended as a fail-safe to protect lenders. A source
indicates that another due diligence consideration included accounting for the fact
that the project portfolio was created by merging two different portfolios initially
developed by separate developers and EPC contractors. Lenders had to evaluate

whether risk factors such as construction risk could be allocated consistently across
the portfolio. Similarly, lenders had to consider the stability of supply chains for 48
individual projects at varying stages of development, which added a further layer of
complexity to the due diligence process.

Commenting on how risks associated with �nancing such a large portfolio were

managed as part of the deal, Patin says: “If a limited number of projects in the
portfolio failed, the coverage ratio for the �nancing could still be met. It is also
possible for the sponsor to substitute a project with a similar project, which is
accepted under the �nancing.” The size and diversity of the portfolio meant that
lenders had to prepare for the possibility that a few projects could fail. With a
maximum capacity of 9MW, the projects are small enough to allow DSCRs to be met

in the event that a select number of projects are not developed successfully,
automatically guarding against risk.

The Proximo perspective

The Matrix deal has broken new ground in the context of PMGD project development
in Chile. Matrix has raised record-breaking levels of debt for a PMGD project portfolio -

the largest portfolio of PMGD assets ever �nanced - but the transaction also boasts
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the longest tenor to date for a PMGD �nancing and has clear path�nder status as the
�rst US private placement.

Remarkable as these features of the transaction are, what is arguably more important

is the deal’s creative and pragmatic approach to merchant risk. The revenue support
offered to projects during the grandfathering period is undoubtedly preferable to the
new PMGD regime, particularly for solar projects. The institutional investors involved
with the deal have recognised this, while also acknowledging the need for long-dated
debt on a �nancing of this size. The deal is, perhaps, a marker of a maturing project

bond market for renewables assets, which is starting to commit more capital to
�nance merchant or partially merchant projects as these projects slowly become more
prevalent.

The amount of merchant risk to which lenders are actually exposed has been
minimised by the transaction structure. The higher DSCRs during the merchant leg
guard against falls in revenue that could have an impact on the �nancing, while the

cash sweep mechanism will prepay the debt if necessary. Unless the �nancing has a
back-ended amortisation pro�le, a substantial portion of the debt could also have
been repaid by the time the �nancing enters the merchant period. Nonetheless, the
mere fact that such a large volume of limited-recourse debt has been raised for a
partially merchant project portfolio is noteworthy, regardless of the strong safeguards

in place to reduce merchant risk.

The deal is, additionally, a pertinent example of the effective co-ordination of debt
raised from banks and institutional investors. In that Matrix Renewables can use the
working capital facility to top up capital used during construction, it allows the
company to use staggered drawdowns of the private placement debt as more assets

become operational, reducing negative carry. Institutional investors typically require a
�xed disbursement schedule, which the deal provides while still affording Matrix
Renewables some manoeuvrability in relation to drawdowns. The maturity of the
�nancing is also likely to be longer than what could have been achieved with pure
commercial bank debt.

The days directly before �nancial close saw the �nancing ride out the economic

volatility of a presidential election. The deal’s structure has been shown to be viable,
even amidst the unpredictable political climate that often accompanies a change in
government. It is a transaction that is highly replicable and that could well be the �rst
of many similar PMGD �nancings that tap the international institutional debt markets
as Chilean renewables development continues to advance.  
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Financial close: 22 December 2021

Sponsor: Matrix Renewables

Debt: $290 million private placement; $80 million L/C; $50 million working capital

facility



Tenor: 21 years

Description: US private placement to �nance a 328MW solar portfolio in Chile and

the �rst transaction of this kind for PMGD assets.  



Lenders: BNP Paribas (L/C and working capital facility)

Placement agent: BNP Paribas

Lender counsel: White & Case and Garrigues

Sponsor counsel: Milbank and Guerrero
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